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Super Looper™ Loop-End Wet Mop - Narrow Band - X-Small -

Blue





Canadian made product, the Super Looper™ Wet Mop is available in multiple

colors. Its synthetic yarn is durable, washable and convenient for hospitals and

healthcare environments.

The Super Looper™ Looped-End wet mop is made with a unique 5 ply antimicrobial synthetic blend of yarns that does not contain

cotton. Fabricated in Canada, this mop offers exceptional absorbency and durability, making it the go-to choice for heavy-duty

cleaning. The Super Looper™ is quick-drying, resistant to chemicals and disinfectants, and can withstanding commercial

laundering.The looped-ends and tailband make for better floor coverage and eliminates tangling and fraying. Whether you're

cleaning floors in a school, nursing home, hospital or industrial facility, this mop will make completing the job faster and easier. Can

be paired with a colour assorted STEP-N-GO Wet Mop Handle.

https://www.m2mfg.com/products/details/60-stepngo-wet-mop-handle-fiberglass-7


Super Looper™ Loop-End Wet Mop - Product Features

Available in blue, green, orange and white to avoid cross-contamination

5 sizes available: x-small, small, medium, large and x-large

High absorbency while withstanding commercial laundering

Coloured tailband for easier sorting in laundry facilities

Narrow band

Resistant to chemicals and disinfectants

Looped end prevents mop from fraying

5 ply antimicrobial synthetic yarn that does not contain cotton

Suitable for use in healthcare, even after multiple launderings

Technical specifications

SKU MW-SLR09XS-NB-BL

Pack Qty 12

Size X-Small

Colour Blue

Available options

MW-SLR09XS-NB-BL X-Small - Blue

MW-SLR09XS-NB-GN X-Small - Green

MW-SLR09XS-NB-OR X-Small - Orange



MW-SLR09XS-NB-WH X-Small - White

MW-SLR1S-NB-BL Small - Blue

MW-SLR1S-NB-GN Small - Green

MW-SLR1S-NB-OR Small - Orange

MW-SLR1S-NB-WH Small - White

MW-SLR2M-NB-BL Medium - Blue

MW-SLR2M-NB-GN Medium - Green

MW-SLR2M-NB-OR Medium - Orange

MW-SLR2M-NB-WH Medium - White

MW-SLR3L-NB-BL Large - Blue

MW-SLR3L-NB-GN Large - Green

MW-SLR3L-NB-OR Large - Orange

MW-SLR3L-NB-WH Large - White

MW-SLR4XL-NB-BL X-Large - Blue

MW-SLR4XL-NB-GN X-Large - Green

MW-SLR4XL-NB-OR X-Large - Orange

MW-SLR4XL-NB-WH X-Large - White
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